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Ⅰ. Introduction

The beamforming system using adaptive a

ntenna arrays provides high performance gain 

in many applications. Especially, it can increa

se the capacity of the wireless communication 

system such as code division multiple access 

(CDMA) system by reducing the other user's 

interferences come from other directions whic

h are different from look direction of desired 

signal
[1]. It is well known that the capacity of 

CDMA system is limited on the power of oth

er user's interference signal. However, the sy

stem performance is depends on not only oth

er user's interferences and noises but also th

eir own signal power fluctuations transmitted 

through the channel. In wireless mobile com

munication system, these power fluctuations a

re characterized as Ricean or Rayleigh fading 

channel whether the line of sight signal exist 

or not
[2] and they make degradation of the sy

stem performance severely compared with the 

additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) chann

el since the transmitting signal power someti

mes becomes very low with randomly behavi

or and it makes burst errors when deep fadin

g occurs. To solve this difficult problem, sev

eral methods were developed to overcome the

se kinds of fading channel and one of the mo

st effective methods is to use space diversity 

technique, which do not require additional tra

nsmitting power or bandwidth of the system
[2]-[4]. The space diversity system constructs s

everal receiving antennas and demodulates in

dependently at the every antennas. 

In this paper, we combined the beamformin

g and the space diversity system using anten

na arrays at the base station side to get inte

rference rejection and fading resistance effect 

simultaneously. It may be considered that the 

beamforming using antenna arrays at the rec

eiving part can alleviate the fading effect and 

it is true to some extent since the beam patt

ern looks direction of desired signal source a

nd rejects the direction of multipath signal re

flected by surrounding objects. However, espe

cially in many cases in the urban areas, the 

most of these reflections are occurred at the 

besides of user or mobile stations because hi

gh buildings are surrounding them and look d

irection beam pattern in the beamforming sys

tem may encompass the multipath signals of 

interest at the base station. 

There are many channel models describing 
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above mechanisms, which are generally accep

ted, and widely used for the purpose of analy

sis of wireless communication system[5]. Thus 

the very short delay spreads compared with t

he symbol period of transmitting signal cause

d by above reasons can make frequency flat 

fading effect
[3] and the beamforming system c

annot solve or avoid the fading phenomena of 

received signal completely. Additionally the b

eamforming system does not guarantee the li

ne-of-sight in wireless communications. Ther

efore we propose following structure in base 

station receiver. The antenna arrays in the b

ase station receiver are divided into several s

ub-array groups and each sub-array group is 

operating as conventional beamforming syste

m. Finally, all of the output signals from all 

sub-array groups are combined with maximal 

ratio combining scheme. One major assumptio

n of this proposing system is that all of the 

receiving signals incident to the receiving sub

-array groups are linearly independent each o

ther and this is generally accepted if the dist

ance between antennas is long enough, at lea

st 10 wavelengths
[2]. To analyze the performa

nce of beamforming-diversity combined syste

m, the amplitude and phase variation paramet

ers caused by fading channel are included for 

deriving the signal to interference plus noise 

ratio (SINR) expression in both the output of 

each sub-array and final combined signal out

put from all sub-array groups. The bit error 

rate (BER) characteristics were also analyzed 

through simulation and analysis, and we dem

onstrated that the proposed system can provi

de high performance gain under fading chann

el. 

In section II, we describe the structure of 

proposing beamforming-diversity combined sy

stem and derives SINR and BER characteristi

cs at the output of each sub-array and combi

ned output of all sub-array groups. In section 

III, we show the numerical and simulation re

sults that demonstrate how much performanc

e gain can be achieved when diversity techni

que is applied to the beamforming system. Se

ction IV concludes the paper.

Ⅱ. STRUCTURE AND SIGNAL MOD

EL

Fig. 1 shows the adaptive antenna arrays a

t the base station in wireless mobile commun

ication system consisting of several sub-arra

y groups and each sub-array group has also 

antenna arrays. The purpose of constructing 

each sub-array is to get beamforming effect 

while the combined signal comes from all su

b-array groups has space diversity gain whic

h can improve SINR under fading channel en

vironment.

Consider K uncorrelated signal sources imp

inge on an array of L omnidirectional sub-arr

ay antennas in the M sub-array groups with 

the direction of arrival (DOA) angle θ mk
 meas

ured in clockwise direction with respect to th

e normal direction to the linear equally space

d antenna arrays. The time delay comes from 

kth signal source at the lth antenna at the m

th sub-array group can be represented as

 τml (θmk ) =
d
c

( l− 1 )sinθmk         (1)

where d is the distance between adjacent a

ntennas within sub-array, c is the speed of li

ght. The phase delay of the received signal a

t the lth antenna is

   

ψml (θmk ) = 2πf0τml (θmk )

= 2π
d
λ

(l −1 )sin θm k

       (2)

where f0  is the carrier frequency of the rec

eived signal, and λ  is the wavelength of the 

carrier frequency. Denoting the distance d bet

ween adjacent antennas within sub-array sho

uld be less than λ/2  and the distance betwee

n sub-array groups must be larger than 10λ  

at least to insure independence of statistics of 

fading channel[2].

We assume that fading channel statistics 
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within sub-array for each user are same und

er above relative short antenna distance comp

ared with the wavelength of transmitting sig

nals. On the other hand, relative long distanc

e between sub-array groups keeps the indepe

ndence of statistics of fading channel. These 

assumptions can be regarded as best conditio

n scenario for the purpose of this paper and 

can simplify this problem. 
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Fig. 1. A base station receiver structure employi

ng adaptive antenna arrays to get beamforming an

d space diversity effect.

The signal component of induced on the lt

h element due to kth signal source at the mt

h sub-array group can be expressed as

uml = Σ
k = 1

K

xkamke
jφmke jψml(θ mk) +n        (3)

where xk  is the transmitted complex modul

ating signal with baseband discrete time dom

ain representation. The structure of the modul

ating signal reflects the variety of modulation 

scheme in the communication system. Denotin

g amk  and e
jφmk  represents instantaneous ampl

itude variation and phase rotation due to fadi

ng channel respectively and the n represents 

AWGN for each antenna element. For the pur

pose of convenience, we regard the first inde

x signal source as the desired user's signal, t

herefore (3) can be expressed as

 

uml = x1am 1e
jφm 1e jψml(θm1 )

+ Σ
k = 2

K

xkamke
jφmke jψml(θm k) +n.

       (4)

The expression is based on the narrow ba

nd assumption for array signal processing, w

hich assumes that the bandwidth of the signa

l is narrow enough and that the array dimen

sions are small enough for transmitted signal 

to stay almost constant during τml  seconds. 

Additionally, we also assume the slow and fr

equency flat fading channel that means the fa

ding statistics is almost constant during abov

e time interval[3]. 

The instantaneous input SINR to the adapti

ve array at each antenna element can be exp

ressed as

γl =
a 2

m1Px 1

Σ
k = 2

K

a 2
mkPxk

+σ2
n

           (5)

where Pxk
=   xk  

2  and σ2
n  is AWGN varianc

e which represent signal and background nois

e power respectively. The numerator in (5) re

garded as desired signal power with its own 

fading amplitude while the first term in deno

minator in (5) represents interference signal f

rom other user or mobile stations in wireless 

communication system. The average input SI

NR at the antenna element can be expressed 

as 

   

γl = E [γl ]

=
a 2

m1Px 1

Σ
k = 2

K

a 2
mkPxk

+σ2
n

            (6)

where E [ ]  is the expectation operator, 

amk = E [amk ] , and Pxk
= E [Pxk

] . The output s

ignal at the mth sub-array beamformer is
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zm = Σ

l = 1

L

w *
mluml

= w Hmu m

              (7)

where the weight and array input vector ar

e defined by

 w m = [wm1,wm2, , wmL]
T          (8)

and

  u m = [um1, um2, , umL]
T .         (9)

The superscripts *, H, and T in the above 

equations denote complex conjugate, Hermitia

n transpose, and transpose of matrix or vecto

r respectively. If u m  can be modeled as zero 

mean stationary process, the average output 

power is

   
Pzm = E [zmz *

m ]

= w HmR mw m

              (10)

where R m  is the array correlation matrix d

efined by

  R m = E[u mu 
H
m ]  .            (11)

In order to derive optimal weights for adap

tive beamforming of each sub-array, we defin

e the steering vector associated with the DO

A of kth source signal at mth sub-array as

 s mk = [e jψm1 (θmk), e jψm2 (θmk), , e jψmL(θmk)]T .  (12)

The optimal beamforming weights for sub-

array are defined by minimizing the average 

output power of the array while the response 

of the array measured at the desired direction 

is constrained to remain constant. This is als

o known as linearly constrained minimum var

iance (LCMV) beamformer
[6]. Therefore theses 

weights are the solution of the following opti

mization problem:

  
minimize   w HmR mwm

subject  to   wHmsm1= 1.
          (13)

The minimization process minimizes the tot

al noise, including interference and uncorrelat

ed noise. Minimizing the total output noise w

hile maintaining the output signal constant is 

the same as maximizing the output SINR. Th

e optimal weights solution of (13) is given b

y [7], [8]

  w m,op t =
R −1

m s m1

s Hm1R − 1
m s m1

.          (14)

One of the main purposes of this section is 

to derive output SINR at each beamformer ou

tput and output of beamformer-diversity com

bined system. Godara has derived output SIN

R of the optimal beamformer in 
[9], but he di

d not considered the fading effect of the chan

nel. In order to derive output SINR of each s

ub-array group considering of the fading amp

litude and phase variations, we can rewrite t

he correlation matrix (11) by desired signal, i

nterference signal, and noise term as follows

R m = a 2
m1P x1s m 1s m1 +R m I +σ2

nI     (15)

where R mI  is the correlation matrix due to 

interference signals and it can be expressed 

as

  R mI = Σ
k = 2

K

a 2
mkPxk

s mks mk 
H ,          (16)

and I is the identity matrix. Now we defin

e interference plus noise correlation matrix as

    R mN =R mI +σ2
nI.             (17)

The output power of sub-array (10) includi

ng desired signal source, interference, and un

correlated noise can be expressed using R m  a

nd R mN  in (15) and (17), it is given by

 
Pzm

(w m ) = w HmR mw m

= w Hm [a 2
m1Px1

sm1s
H
m1+RmN]w m .

 (18)

The first term on the right hand side of (1

8) represents desired signal source power and 

the second term represents interference and b

ackground noise power at the sub-array outp

ut. Dividing (18) into two parts to derive out

put SINR, the average output power due to d

esired signal in the sub-array is
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Pzm,sig nal (wm) = wHma 2
m1Px 1

sm1s
H
m1wm     (19)

and by substituting optimal weight vector 

(14) to the (19), we get

Pzm,sig
(wm,opt ) = wHm,opta

2
m1Px1

sm1s
H
m1wm,opt

= a 2
m1Px1

.

 (20)

The average output power due to interfere

nce is

Pzm,in tf (wm,opt ) = wHm,optRmIwm,opt

=
sHm1R

−1
m RmIR

−1
m sm1

( )sHm1R
−1
m sm1

2
,
  (21)

and similarly, we can express the average 

output power due to background noise as

 

Pzm,no ise (wm,opt ) = σ2
nw

H
m,optwm,opt

= σ2
n

sHm1R
−1
m R

−1
m sm1

( )sHm1R
−1
m sm1

2
.
   (22)

We can obtain interference plus backgroun

d noise power at the sub-array output using 

(17), (21), and (22) as

Pzm,in tf+noise = P zm,intf + Pzm,noise

=
s Hm1R

−1
m RmNR

−1
m sm1

( )sHm1R
−1
m sm1

2

    (23)

To derive inverse of input signal correlatio

n matrix in (23), rewriting (15) as

   Rm= a 2
m1P x1

sm1s
H
m1+RmN         (24)

and using matrix inversion lemma[5], one o

btains

 R−1
m = R−1

mN−
R−1
mNsm1s

H
m1R

−1
mN

1/ (a 2
m1Px1

) + s Hm1R
−1
mNsm1

 (25)

Substituting (25) to the (23), it becomes

Pzm,in tf+ nois e (wm,opt ) =
1

sHm1R
−1
mNsm1

.     (26)

The average output SINR of the mth sub-

array is derived as

    
γm =

Pzm,sig (wm,opt )

Pzm, intf+no ise (wm,opt )

= a 2
m1Px1s

H
m1R

−1
mNsm1.

        (27)

Note that the average output SINR of each 

sub-array beamformer is proportional to the 

average signal power and fading amplitude, n

ot related on the phase rotation of the channe

l. Finally, the maximal ratio combined output 

signal from all sub-arrays is

   y = Σ
m = 1

M

am1e
− jφm1zm            (28)

and its average output SINR is 

     γy = Σ
m = 1

M

γm.                 (29)

The amplitude fluctuations and phase rotat

ions due to Rayleigh fading channel can be 

estimated using priori known signal such as 

the pilot signal in wireless communication sy

stem. In (28), we assumed that perfect estim

ation of fading channel and the each path si

gnal from sub-array groups should be compe

nsated with its own perfect estimated values. 

It is well known that maximal ratio combini

ng scheme is most efficient method for diver

sity combination technique over the other me

thods
[2], [3]. 

If one gets the average output SINR, its B

ER is known as[2]

BERm =
1
2







1 −

√
γm

1 +γm

         (30)

for non-diversity system. The BER of dive

rsity system is given by[2]

BERy =
1
2

(1 − )M Σ
m = 1

M− 1








M −1 +m
m

  
1
2

(1 + )m .

  (31)

where 
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  =

√
γm

1 + γm

.             (32)

Ⅲ. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION 

RESULT

In this section, the performance gain will b

e discussed when one apply space diversity t

echnique to the beamforming structure in wir

eless communication system. To get the preli

minary result prior to analysis of the beamfor

ming-diversity combined system, we will inv

estigate the performance of beamforming syst

em first.  

Fig. 2. SINR vs. antenna number of each sub-ar

ray group when the number of users is 5, the num

ber of sub-array groups is 4, and AWGN variance 

of the channel is 0.01.

From the results of (6) and (27), Fig. 2 sh

ows that the SINR trajectory versus the num

ber of antennas when the number of users is 

5 and the variance of AWGN of channel is 0.

01. Assumption of angle distribution of users 

is uniform between 85
o
 and 85

o
 measured wit

h respect to the normal direction to the linear 

array, and look direction of signal for desired 

user is fixed to 0
o. The solid line represents i

nput SINR at the antenna element, dash-dott

ed line represents output SINR at the each s

ub-array group. It is not surprising result tha

t the beamforming provides high SINR gain, 

but if the number of users is greater than th

e number of antennas, the SINR improvement 

is sharply decreasing in the beamforming sys

tem due to diminishing of degree of freedom.

The mobile communication system is quite 

different from the signal environment in whi

ch adaptive arrays are usually employed. In 

typical adaptive array application in nonfadin

g environment, at the receiver there are only 

a few interfering signals, and their power is 

much greater than that of the desired signal

s. The adaptive array places nulls in the ant

enna pattern in the direction of these interfer

ers, greatly suppressing these signals in the 

array output. Thus the output SINR is, there

fore, substantially increased by the adaptive 

array
[10]. 

In the mobile communication system, on th

e other hand, at the receiver there can be se

veral interfering signals whose power is close 

to that of the desired signal, and numerous i

nterfering signals whose power is much less 

than that of the desired signal. Therefore the

re are many effective users in mobile commu

nication system and the beamforming-only sy

stem cannot provide substantial output SINR 

improvement under this situation. This limitat

ion of using adaptive array for the mobile co

mmunication system can be mitigated by appl

ying beamforming-diversity combined system. 

In this point of view, the benefit of proposed 

beamforming-diversity combined system will 

be discussed as follows.

The average output SINR of beamforming-

only and beamforming-diversity combined sys

tem according to the total number of antenna

s is illustrated in Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6 and thes

e results are derived from the (27) and (29) i

n section II. In these figures, horizontal axis 

represent total number of antennas (M*L) wh

ich are used in the system and the combinati

ons depend on the number of groups (M) an

d the number of antennas (L) in the each su

b-array group are expressed in table I. In ev

ery combination pairs, the total number of an

tennas used in the system is same. The grou
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p number 1 (M=1) represents beamforming-o

nly system while the group number 2 (M=2) 

and 4 (M=4) represent beamforming -diversit

y combined system when the total used grou

p is 2 and 4 respectively. If the total number 

of antennas is 32 in the table I, as an examp

le, we can compose three candidate pairs whi

ch are (M=1, L=32), (M=2, L=16), and (M=4, 

L=8). The following figures (Fig.3-Fig.6) com

pare the performance according to those com

binations and the number of users. 

Fig. 3 shows that the beamforming-only s

ystem can provide highest performance gain 

over the remaining beamforming-diversity co

mbined system when the group number is 2 

and 4 even the total number of antennas is s

ame for all of the three cases. This result is 

based on the fact that the beamforming gain 

is higher than that of the diversity gain whe

n the number of antenna is greater than the 

number of users. 

Fig. 3. Average output SINR versus the total nu

mber of antennas of the system according to the n

umber of groups. The total number of users is 3.

Fig. 4. Average output SINR versus the total nu

mber of antennas of the system according to the n

umber of groups. The total number of users is 20.

However if the number of antennas is muc

h greater than that of users in Fig. 3, the di

versity gain can approach the performance of 

the beamforming gain.

  Fig. 4, 5, and 6 shows that the performa

nce improvement of the beamforming-only an

d beamforming-diversity combined system w

hen the number of users is increasing as K 

= 20, 40, and 60 respectively. In Fig. 4, we c

an see that the output SINR improvement tra

jectories between M=1 and M=4 become reve

rsed at the point of the total number of ante

nnas equal 20. 

  

Fig. 5. Average output SINR versus the total nu

mber of antennas of the system according to the n

umber of groups. The total number of users is 40.

Fig. 6. Average output SINR versus the total nu

mber of antennas of the system according to the n

umber of groups. The total number of users is 60.  
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Table I. The combination pairs consisting of the 

number of groups (M) and the number of antennas 

(L) when the total number of antennas is fixed to 

same in every cases. 

M*L 4 8 12 16

M 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4

L 4 2 1 8 4 2 12 6 3 16 8 4

M*L 20 24 28 32

M 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4

L 20 10 5 24 12 6 28 14 7 32 16 8

Therefore we can conclude that the beamfo

rming-diversity combined system can provide 

high performance gain compared with the bea

mforming-only system when the number of u

sers is greater than that of the number of an

tennas due to shortage of degree of freedom 

in the optimal beamforming system using ada

ptive array. 

Fig. 7. Performance comparison between beamfor

ming-only and beamforming-diversity combined sy

stem.

In most cases the number of users is muc

h greater than the number of antennas which 

can be feasibly implemented in mobile commu

nications as explained above. In the Fig. 5 an

d 6, the number of users is always greater t

han the number of the antennas, the number 

of users is 40 and 60 respectively, while the 

maximum number of the antenna is 32 in the 

system. In this case the proposed method whi

ch applying diversity technique to the beamfo

rming system always gives higher performan

ce trajectory and that can improve total outp

ut SINR under real mobile communication en

vironment.

Now we will show that the BER performa

nce under fading channel by the results of an

alysis which derived in section II and comput

er simulations. The  horizontal axis represent

s the output SINR calculated at the array out

put while the vertical axis represents BER an

d this BER performance is illustrated in Fig. 

7 for M=1, 2, and 4. In the simulations, the n

umber of users is fixed to 3 where the DOA 

of desired user's signal is set to 0
o and the 

DOAs of interferences are set to 56.7o and 5

6.7o respectively for the first sub-array grou

p. Whenever the index of sub-array group is 

increased, the DOA of each user for the grou

p is also increased by 1
o. The number of ant

ennas within sub-array group is set to 5 and 

the variance of AWGN of channel is 0.01. Ja

kes channel model was used for simulations 

with slow fading characteristic, where we ass

ume that the fading statistics are almost stati

onary during optimal weight calculation perio

d, a 5 Hz Doppler frequency was used for thi

s reason. 

The solid lines imply the results of derived 

equations (30) and (31) while the dash-dotted 

lines marked by diamond sign imply the resul

ts of simulations in Fig. 7. This figure shows 

that the beamforming-diversity combined syst

em is very effective compared with the beam

forming-only system. Additionally, the derive

d equations (27) and (29) for SINR estimation 

of sub-array and combined output of all sub-

array groups are quite exact for this system 

since the BER results of (30) and (31) are m

atch well with the simulation results. Note th

at these equations are considering the fading 

effect on the beamforming system. Finally, w

e can conclude that the performance gain can 

be achieved if one uses more beamforming gr

oups for diversity combination effect to the f

ading channel.
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Ⅳ. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed beamforming-di

versity combined system, which provides hig

h performance gain under Rayleigh fading ch

annel. The diversity technique applied to the 

conventional optimal beamforming system has 

benefit of interference rejection and fading re

sistance simultaneously. To accomplish this p

urpose, the antenna arrays in the base station 

receiver are divided into several sub-array gr

oups and the each sub-array group is operate

d as the conventional optimal beamformer. Al

l of the output signals from all sub-array gro

ups are combined using the maximal ratio co

mbining scheme. To demonstrate the benefit 

of proposed system, we derived the output SI

NR of combined signal from the all sub-arra

y groups considering the fading effects. 

For the analysis of proposed system, one 

major assumption was made as follows. That 

is all of the receiving signals incident to the 

sub-array groups are linearly independent eac

h other and it is generally accepted if the dis

tance between sub-array groups is long enou

gh. Using the analysis and simulation results, 

we showed that the proposed beamforming-di

versity combined system can provide high pe

rformance gain under the Rayleigh fading cha

nnel. 

We showed that the proposed system can 

mitigate the degree of freedom problem in re

al mobile communication field where the num

ber of users is much greater than the numbe

r of antennas in most cases. From the analys

is in this paper, the diversity gain is much g

reater than the beamforming gain when the n

umber of users is greater than the number of 

antennas. Therefore beamforming-diversity co

mbined system can provide both benefits of b

eamforming and diversity gain regardless of t

he number of users compared with the beamf

orming-only system. Finally speaking, the der

ived output SINR equations are quite exact si

nce the BER curves obtained by simulations 

were mated well with the analyzed results.
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